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Abstract. Football is a situation sport where football players are characterized by a great variety and complexity of activities during the game, both in contact with the opponent and in the immediate vicinity of the opponent, while cooperating with other teammates. Sports scientists and coaches need to find out more about the set of techniques, its diversity and the amount of technique in top level football games in order to guide the optimal planning and implementation of the training process in the technical training of football players. Due to the diversity of techniques used by football players, there are different approaches to the classification of these techniques. However, it is very important to group all techniques according to their common features in order to adequately assess the structure of a football game, its development tendencies and issues. Research aim: to compare and analyse the essence of the classification of football technique and its development tendencies. Research methods: analysis of scientific articles (electronic scientific databases ScienceDirect, Google Scholar), search keywords – football, football technique, classification of football technique.

Main results of the research: two main approaches dominate in the classification of football technique: the technique approach and the game approach. Initially, football technique was mainly grouped by taking into account the player’s actions with or without the ball, the level of difficulty of the technique element, the role of the players and the player’s actions on the spot or in motion. As football develops, football technique is classified by taking into account the effectiveness of its application in specific tactical situations.
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Introduction

The analysis of the classification of football technique is important for sport specialists to research about the set of techniques, its diversity and the amount of technique in top level football games in order to guide the optimal planning, implementation of the training process and qualitative assessment in the technical training of football players. Classification is a logical analytical operation, where phenomena are divided into groups and subgroups according to their common or similar features, while the basic elements of each classification are their
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Theoretical connection, basic elements and criteria. There are two different and significantly diverse types of classification, those that reflect structural organization and those that systematically reflect historical developments. Sports can be classified, for example, according to type and intensity: football is characterized by low static and high dynamic (Mitchell et al., 1994) and football is an intense multi-directional and intermittent field sport (Lupo et al., 2019). The main purpose of classification is to describe the structure and connections of similar object groups, as well as the achievement of practical goals (Sokal, 1974), for instance, a computerized data specification for classification to improve objectivity, for example, to study pass properties that may affect classification and then apply the developed classification to obtain quantitative measurements of performance (Horton et al., 2014).

The view on the use of the term “technique” in the scientific literature in sport is very often not precisely defined, while the notion of “technique” has a diverse meaning. Very often this term is taken for granted and, therefore, it is very difficult to describe and express it in measurable terms. Already in 1982, N. Ozoliņš has defined technique as the most rational and efficient execution of movements in order to achieve the highest results. However, in 1983, technique is defined in sports games as a movement or part of a movement, which purposefully allows to perform actions in attack or defence with sufficient quality during the game, taking into account the ideal model (Bös & Mechling, 1983). The most common definitions of “technique” in scientific literature do not indicate how a “technique” can be measured, but at the same time characterize “technique” with variables that can be visually perceived (Lees, 2002). Technique can also be described as any sport skill that has a certain way of solving a movement task (sport skill content) in accordance with the rules of the respective sport, the athlete’s biomechanical conditions and movement possibilities (Zahradník & Korvas, 2017). Thus, movements can be classified according to their purpose (Bartlett, 2014).

Qualitative assessment of movements requires that professionals are able to simultaneously integrate a wide range of information on the technical performance of athletes, as well as have sufficient knowledge of the athlete and his/her movements in context (Knudson, 2013), as a player’s performance in football is determined by technical and tactical skills (Bangsbo, 1994). Technical skills include the player’s actions on the field without the ball (locomotive action) and with the ball in a certain position on the field (Andersson et al., 2008; Bradley et al., 2007, 2011). Qualitative assessment of movements involves the identification of all factors that affect an athlete’s performance and the determination of the most important influencing factor in order to further improve an athlete’s performance (Knudson, 2013), as in practice football players need to promote a wide arsenal of technique, which could be used during the game.
(Esposito et al., 2019). A skilled football player is able to manage a larger number of possible technical-tactical actions in a shorter time and is able to choose the most optimal possible variants of technique application during the game (Gonzalez-Villora et al., 2015).

Research aim: to compare and analyse the essence of the classification of football technique and its development tendencies.

Research Methodology

In order to compare the essence of the classification of football technique and its development tendencies, a systematic search and review (Booth, Sutton, & Papaioannou, 2016) of scientific articles was conducted in two electronic databases of scientific literature – Science Direct and Google Scholar. The inclusion criteria for study selection: the article was written in Latvian, English, Russian. Keywords used for the search – football, football technique, football technique classification (Andersson et al., 2008; Bradley et al., 2007, 2011) in the previously mentioned languages. The period covered by the research is from 2000 to 2020. The search process was repeated nine times, using each keyword. As a result, 11 sources were analysed in depth.

Research Results

**Figure 1 The Process of Systematic Search (by the Authors)**
The results of the research show that the majority of the information in the Science Direct and Google Scholar databases in the field of football is available in English n=1 996 293, using the keyword “football” (see Fig. 1). Moreover, by entering the keyword “football technique”, the amount of available information already decreased by n=1 050 122 units. Furthermore, by entering the keywords “football technique classification”, the amount of available information further decreased by n=910 913 units.

When evaluating the articles in the databases by using the keywords “football technique classification”, identical articles were identified, which were not considered further, as well as the types of technique classification were repeated in most articles. Therefore, 11 articles were selected for further analysis.

The selected research in the Science Direct database mainly reflect the classification of football technique in action with the ball. The aim of the first research (Zambom-Ferraresi, Rios, & Lera-Lopez, 2018) was to show that computer driven mathematical and recent statistical modelling methods employing past statistics data can be used to provide European football teams’ managers with additional information to improve their hiring decisions (Table 1). Based on the results of the research, it can be concluded that football technique can be classified by effectiveness as a feature and that football player movements in attack are more important than player movements in defence for team effectiveness in the game, but football team capacity is negatively affected by defence action indicators, for instance, allowed goals. In this research, the authors also classify technique based on game tactics, for example, attack and defence football technique. The aim of the next research (Modric, Versic, & Sekulic, 2020) was to identify associations between aerobic fitness (AF) and game performance indicator (GPI) in elite football (Table 1). In this research, in order to determine the game performance, football technique is already classified according to the players’ positions: central defenders’ technique, fullbacks’ technique, central midfielders’ technique, wingers’ technique, forwards’ technique. Furthermore, the aim of the third research (Li, Ma, Goncalves, Gong, Cui, & Shen, 2020) was to apply a state-of-the-art algorithm to the ranking of CSL teams and exploitation of key performance features in relation to match outcome based on massive match dataset. In order to determine the basic indicators of game performance, technique is classified according to the effectiveness of the technique in tactics: attacking technique, organizing technique, defensive technique (Table 1). In general, the mentioned research look at the efficiency of the technique, which is characterized by its compliance with the set tasks and the achievement of a high end result.
### Table 1 The Most Characteristic Classification of Football Technique in Database Science Direct (by the Authors)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author/s, Year</th>
<th>Research Aim</th>
<th>Feature of Football Technique Classification and Technique Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zambom-Ferraresi, Rios, &amp; Lera-Lopez (2018)</td>
<td>The present study aims to show that computer driven mathematical and recent statistical modelling methods employing past statistics data can be used to provide European football teams’ managers with additional information to improve their hiring decisions</td>
<td>Classification feature – <strong>effectiveness assurance in the game</strong>, where effectiveness is increased by: the assists, the saves made by the goalkeeper, the number of precise passes with respect to the total number of passes, the shots on target and the number of blocks, clearances, and interceptions. Effectiveness is decreased by: defence technique (shots conceded). Classification feature – <strong>game tactics</strong>. Attack football technique: Shots, Shots on Target, Passes, Assists, Crosses, Corners Taken, Dribbles, Runs, Long Pass, Through Ball. Defence football technique: Shots, Tackles attempted, Tackled possession retained, Recoveries, Clearances, blocks, interceptions, Saves made, Catches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modric, Versic, &amp; Sekulic (2020)</td>
<td>The aim of this study was to identify associations between aerobic fitness (AF) and game performance indicator (GPI) in elite football</td>
<td>Classification feature - <strong>specific playing positions</strong>: Central defenders’ technique: tackling, aerial duels, set pieces in defence, interceptions. Fullbacks technique: crosses, passes to the penalty area, pressing. Central midfielders’ technique: playmaking, key passes, finishing. Wingers technique: pressing, dribbling, finishing, counterattacking. Forwards technique: shooting, finishing, pressing, and dribbling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li, Ma, Goncalves, Gong, Cui, &amp; Shen, (2020)</td>
<td>The study was aimed to apply a state-of-the-art algorithm to the ranking of CSL teams and exploitation of key performance features in relation to match outcome based on massive match data-set.</td>
<td>Classification feature – <strong>technique effectiveness in tactics</strong>: Attacking technique: Shots and Shots on target; Organizing technique: Passes, Passes success and Crosses; Defensive technique: Tackles, Interceptions and Clearances.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The selected research in the Google Scholar database reflect the classification of football technique in action both with and without the ball. The aim of the first research (Hughes, Caudrelier, James, Redwood-Brown, Donnelly, Kirkbride, & Duschesne, 2012) was to use the unique opportunity of a large number of performance analysts coming together to discuss this problem and its application to soccer, and define sets of performance indicators for each position in soccer. In this research, football player technique is classified according to the players’ position in attack and defence, which indicates the use of the game approach features in technique classification. Classification feature - specific playing positions in game tactics, where attack football technique:

**Goalkeepers**: shot stopping, recovery speed, save, punch. **Full Backs**: tackle, interception – anticipation, dribbling, running with the ball, clearance, defensive header. **Centre Backs**: passing, heading, running with the ball, support play, dribbling, crossing, shooting. **Holding Midfield**: passing, running with the ball, dribbling, support play, crossing, shooting, heading. **Attacking Midfield**: passing, running with the ball, dribbling, support play, crossing, shooting, heading. **Wide Midfield**: passing, running with the ball, dribbling, support play, crossing, shooting, heading. **Strikers**: tackle, pressing, opposition interception – anticipation, heading.

**Defence football technique**: **Goalkeepers**: passing, throw, ball control with feet, kick, tackle. **Full Backs**: tackle, pressing, opposition interception – anticipation, clearance, defensive header. **Centre Backs**: tackle, defensive header, pressing, opposition interception – anticipation, clearance. **Holding Midfield**: tackle, pressing, opposition interception – anticipation, heading. **Attacking Midfield**: tackle, pressing, opposition interception – anticipation, heading. **Wide Midfield**: tackle pressing, opposition cover full-back, interception – anticipation, heading. **Strikers**: shooting, heading, reception, dribbling, passing, running with the ball, support play, crossing.

In turn, the next research (Drust, Atkinson, & Reilly, 2012) has attempted to contextualise the available research that has attempted to evaluate the physiological demands of soccer on the basic–applied research continuum (Table 2). In this research, football player technique is classified according to the players’ movements of moving (locomotion), i.e. the players’ action without the ball.
### Table 2 The Most Characteristic Classification of Football Technique in Database Google Scholar (by the Authors)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author/s, Year</th>
<th>Research Aim</th>
<th>Feature of Football Technique Classification and Technique Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drust, Atkinson, &amp; Reilly (2012)</td>
<td>This article has attempted to contextualise the available research that has attempted to evaluate the physiological demands of soccer on the basic–applied research continuum.</td>
<td>Classification feature — <strong>players’ movements of moving:</strong> Locomotion of players: move backwards or sideways during play, a shuffling gait, ‘jockey’ for position to match the movements of their markers or they ‘spin away’ from their markers into clear space to secure a tactical advantage. Runs: diagonal or angled to outwit defensive lines, accelerate or decelerate quickly and over short distances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atiq, Tangkudung &amp; Mulyana, (2017)</td>
<td>The research aimed to develop basic technique drill using Play-based training for beginner athletes in the age of 8-12 years old in football schools in Universitas Diponegoro and Djarum Kudus.</td>
<td>Classification feature — <strong>type of player movements:</strong> Basic technique: passing, dribbling, heading, shooting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kokstejn &amp; Musalek (2019)</td>
<td>The aim of this study, therefore, was to investigate the relationship between fundamental motor skills and game specific motor skills in elite young football players.</td>
<td>Classification feature — <strong>type of player movements:</strong> Fundamental motor skills: manipulative, running, jumping, catching, throwing. Game specific motor skills: receiving, passing, shooting, and dribbling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lupo, Ungureanu, Varalda &amp; Brustio (2019)</td>
<td>The present study aimed at comparing the effects of these two training approaches on prepubescent soccer players’ sprint performances.</td>
<td>Classification feature — <strong>type of player skills:</strong> Technical skills: passing, dribbling and kicking, ball possession. Tactical skills: running without the ball.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneiro, Casal, Arda, &amp; Losada, (2019)</td>
<td>The aim of the present study was to search for different success models for the corners in the FIFA World Cup 2014 and FIFA Women's World Cup 2015.</td>
<td>Classification feature — <strong>corner kick efficiency:</strong> Offensive performance: shot, shot between the three posts, goal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To improve the football technique classification theory by studying the fundamental skills and special skills in football (Yang, 2014), the author considers various features of football technique classification: type of difficulty of player movements, structure of player movements, type of player movements, specific playing positions in game tactics, game tactics. Classification feature – type of difficulty of player movements: fundamental techniques: kicking, catching and dribbling; special technique: pendulum passing, leg scissors interception. Classification feature – structure of player movements: single technique movements, combined techniques movement. Classification feature – type of player movements: with-ball techniques, without-ball techniques. Classification feature - specific playing positions in game tactics: technical movements of locations of forward and back players: with ball (kick, catch, dribble, head, scramble, intercept, throw-in), without ball (start, run, sudden stop, turn around, jump, foot work); technical movements of locations of goalkeepers: with ball (deflect ball, pounce/rush shot, punch set-up throw, kick), without ball (start, run, sudden stop, turn around, jump, foot work). Classification feature – game tactics: attack movements: catch technique, dribbling technique, passing technique; defence movements: snatch technique, intercept technique.

However, in the research on the development of basic technique drill using Play-based training for beginner athletes in the age of 8-12 years old in football schools (Atiq, Tangkudung, & Mulyana, 2017), technique is classified according to the type of player movements – basic technique (Table 2).

Also, in the research on the relationship between fundamental motor skills and game specific skills in elite young soccer players (Kokstejn & Musalek, 2019), the authors classify (Table 2) player technique according to the type of players' movements, distinguishing between fundamental and game specific motor skills.

In turn, in the research (Lupo, Ungureanu, Varalda & Brustio 2019) on whether or not running technique is more effective than soccer-specific training for improving the sprint and agility performances with ball possession of prepubescent soccer players, the authors classify technique taking into account the type of player training – technical and tactical training (Table 2). However, in the research (Maneiro, Casal, Arda, & Losada, 2019) “Application of multivariant decision tree technique in high performance football: the female and male corner kick”, the authors have identified corner kick efficiency features during attack.

By classifying according to the type of player movements (Nosaeva & Mihajlov, 2020), a distinction can be made between basic technique methods of movement and basic technique methods in action with the ball. Classification feature – type of player movements: basic technique of movement: running, stopping at a step, jumping with a push of one leg, turning towards the supporting leg; basic technique in action with the ball: receiving the ball (carrying out a body
link towards the ball and yielding movement, stopping a falling ball after a rebound - covering the ball, dribbling changes in speed and direction of movement with the ball, sequence of actions with the ball, hitting the ball with the head and throwing in the ball with hands - whipping with legs, torso and arms, hitting on the ball with a leg - rigid fixation of the leg in all joints at the moment of impact. Kicks on the ball: with a swing and a whip; without a swing; without swing and whip). Hits on the ball with the middle of the instep and the inside of the foot, dribbling the ball with the middle of the instep, stopping the falling ball with the sole, "removing the ball with the inside of the instep", stopping the rolling ball with the inside of the foot feints "false stop of the ball", "feint with the torso", "false swing", hitting the ball flying towards the middle of the forehead.

Taking into account the previously defined features of classification (type of difficulty of player movements, structure of player movements, type of player movements, specific playing positions in game tactics, game tactics, type of training), they characterize technique as a football skill, which has a defined football skill content and can be broadly referred to as the technique approach.

However, if technique is classified according to its efficiency and effectiveness (effectiveness assurance in game, corner kick efficiency, technique effectiveness in tactics), i.e. suitability and relevance to the achievement of the aim, it is characterized by the game approach.

The development of football technique classification can be described as a gradual transition from the technique approach to the game approach. Using the technique approach, football technique was mainly grouped according to the player’s action with or without the ball, the level of difficulty of the technique element, the players’ role and the player’s action on the spot or in motion.

**Discussion and Conclusions**

The results of the research show that technique classification in the game approach is mainly the application of the developed classifications (Horton et al., 2014) in order to obtain quantitative measurements of performance, for example, indicators assuring effectiveness in the game (Zambom-Ferraresi et al., 2018), corner kick efficiency (Maneiro et al., 2019), technique effectiveness in tactics (Li et al., 2020). Thus, providing a qualitative assessment of movements and the identification of the most important influencing factor (Knudson, 2013) in order to further improve the training process and the performance of football players.

From the point of view of sport science, the results of the research show an explanation of the essence of the game approach in football technique classification in the context of football technique efficiency and effectiveness. Where the technique effectiveness is an integral indicator, as it is determined by
its efficiency, stability, variability, economy, and minimal tactical informativeness to the opponent.

Research limitations: a systematic literature search and review was performed by selecting two databases – Science Direct and Google Scholar. The selected keywords and the order of their application can be considered as limitations to systematic search and they provided the previously mentioned results. The authors assume that if they had used other databases and other keywords and / or used them in a different order, the results of the research would have been different. The research can be continued by conducting a systematic literature search and review, selecting other scientific databases.

Main conclusions: initially, football technique was mainly grouped by taking into account the player’s actions with or without the ball, the level of difficulty of the technique element, the role of the players and the player’s actions on the spot or in motion. As football develops, football technique is classified by taking into account the effectiveness of its application in specific tactical situations.

The development trends of football technique classification also reflect the implementation of didactic principles of football technique acquisition, for instance, gradual increase of difficulty, ensuring the interrelation and unity of the competition activity structure and training activity structure.
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